
Bespoke RIG Is FIT For Purpose
Moduflex HELP CrossFit Avon To Design 

Their New RIG.
CrossFit Avon, a BOX in Bristol have created an incredible fitness community 
that has been enjoying a steady increase in new Members since opening in 
2006.  With excellent retention rates and the rise in popularity of CrossFit 
as a discipline combined, the number of active Members who use the BOX 
regularly has grown beyond expectations in recent times.

The RIG and EQUIPMENT at CrossFit Avon are 
installed over THREE industrial units.  Moduflex 
was approached by CrossFit Avon with an idea 
for a new CUSTOM RIG and other associated 
equipment, replacing and improving the existing 
set up.

Moduflex started with the ideas proposed by 
the CrossFit Avon team, with adaptations being 
considered as they arose during the design 
stage. The dimensions and layout of the space, 
as well as the location of permanent fixtures 
and fittings including windows, were factored in, 
ensuring that the potential of the new RIG would 
be maximised from the outset.

The end result was a BESPOKE CROSSFIT rig that was designed with their 
MEMBERS IN MIND
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“With a pretty clear idea of what we needed, we approached Moduflex with some ideas 
about how we wanted our new RIG to look.  Throughout the process, they were able to 
adjust the design which was extremely helpful. Installation was taken care of quickly and 
efficiently and we couldn’t be happier with our new RIG. The finished result means we 
have complete flexibility with our pull up bar heights, four squat racks with adjustable 
rack heights, extra tall uprights for ropes and a great looking piece of equipment in our 
gym, all in CrossFit Avon colours! Moduflex were also able to manufacture squat safety 
arms and dip stations to our specification that attach to the rig perfectly. The build 
quality is fantastic and after a year of use it still looks great”.

Head Coach, 
Jon Squire

Design your own CrossFit RIG:
• For BOX or HOME
• With the manufacturer
• To your EXACT specification


